Administrative Bulletin to Board Members
July 26, 2013
Superintendent Report
Columbia Gas Update
I have called and emailed the contact with Columbia Gas. I have not been able to speak with the
individual because they are on vacation. I expect them to contact me Monday when they are back from
vacation.
The following are issues I will be discussing with them:
1. It will be extremely difficult for a poor district like ours to pay the cost to convert to propane so it
will burn in our boilers.
2. Is there any way they can hasten the arrival of the pipeline.
3. Is there any assistance they may be able to provide us.
4. Is the pipeline such, that it would be able to support a small industrial park or even P&W as a
customer.
Educational Foundation
I presently have put together a draft copy of bylaws for an educational foundation. I started the process of
putting together names of individuals to serve on the educational foundation board.
I am seeking two board members. If you are interested please contact Anita Munson. If we have more
than two we will put the names in a hat and draw two out.
State’s New Principal and Teacher Effectiveness Evaluation
Last week Mrs. Hendershot, Mrs. Corle, Mrs. Younker and I spent three days at the IU being schooled on
the new principal and teacher effectiveness evaluation. This will take time and training to implement with
the staff.
Reynolds Meeting
Arrangements have been made to meet with Jeff and Rick on Monday at 1:00 p.m. at the high school to
discuss 3 major items.
1. All possible alternatives and cost to convert propane so it can be burnt in the natural gas boilers.
2. Cost on air conditioners and wiring with regards to auditorium air conditioning.
3. Concerns about the company that did the demolition of the ceilings at the high school.
Bid Opening
This is a reminder that the deadline for bids will be Tuesday, July 30, 2013, at 1:00 p.m. for the
elementary entrance and 2:00 p.m. for the high school renovations. The bid opening will occur in the
lobby of the elementary building.
Phantom Firework Conference Call
I was in communication with Dan Peart from Phantom Fireworks. They expect to have the bid specs put
together by September for the demolition of the old elementary. Once they have selected their contractor
they expect the process to take three to four weeks.

